By TIME TO ROLL p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:50.9, $903,625 by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3. Brother to ROCKIN IMAGE p,3,1:48.2 ($901,756), ROCKIN AMADEUS p,4,1:48.4f ($728,392), half-brother to TELULIUKITE p,3,1:48.4 ($490,695), Winner 32 of 92 career starts. At 2, winner NJSS at The Meadowlands; third in NJSS Final at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner 2 NJSS and Jersey Classic (elim.) at The Meadowlands; second in North America Cup (elim. and Final) at Mohawk (race timed 1:47.4). At 4, set Balmoral Park track record for Aged Pacers. Time To Roll’s oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2019. Thru July 25, sire of 22 winners, 13 in 2:00, including NORTHERN CADILLAC p,2,1:54.1, PIANNO ROLL p,2,1:56, AINT NO SECRET (M) p,2,1:56.2, ROJO CALIENTE (M) p,2,1:56.3, FOX VALLEY BRISTOL (M) p,2,1:56.3, etc.

1st Dam

**ANYTHING YOU ASK** p,3,1:56.2h ($14,258) by **Cole Muffler** p,3,1:53.3f. 4 wins. Dam of 7 of racing age including a 2- and 3-year-old; 5 raced, 3 winners, this her second colt. Dam of:

- **FOX VALLEY ACTION** p,2,1:52.2, 4,1:52 (Sportsmaster) ($334,205). 20 wins. At 2, winner Cardinal S. Final and Orange & Blue (elim.) at Balmoral; Governor’s Cup at DuQuoin and IL State Fair Colt S. Final at Springfield; second in Orange & Blue S. Final and Mini Me Series Final at Balmoral; at 3, winner Betzotic S. at Balmoral; second in Cardinal S. (elim.) at Balmoral.
- **GALLEY WENCH** p,3,1:56; 1:52.2f (m, Sportsmaster) ($86,430). 4 wins. At 3, third in Meadow Valley Filly P. (elim.) and Direct Balance at Balmoral and HOC LC Series (leg). At 3, race timed 1:53.4. Racing and a winner in 17.
- **ANYTHING I WANT** p,3,1:51.7f; 1:54.4h (m, Yankee Skyscraper) ($57,712). 13 wins. At 2, third in Lovely Opposition (elim.) at Balmoral. At 3, winner Illini S. at Lincoln and NICA S. at Knoxville.
- **Genie The Moos** (m, Sportsmaster) ($14,402). At 2, race timed 1:56.4, last qtr 27.4. Now 3, racing and third in IODA Spring Preview at Springfield.
- **Fox Valley Allure** (m, Time To Roll). Now 2.

2nd Dam

**ARTODAY** by **Cole Muffler** p,4,1:49. Dam of 11 of racing age including a 3-year-old; 8 winners. Dam of:

- **THIRD DAY** p,2,1:56.3; 1,50.4 (Cole Muffler) ($512,237). 34 wins. At 2, winner Meadow Pace (elim. and Final), Cons. Langley Memorial at Balmoral; IODA S. at Maywood; second in Incredibled Finale at Balmoral, elim. and Final Taser Gun, Grozzi S. at Balmoral; The Big Dog Series (2 legs), Newcomers Series (2 legs) at Balmoral, elim. IL State Fair Colt S.; third in Final The Big Dog Series, elim. Cardinal S. At 4, second in IL State Fair Colt S.
- **ALL IS SAIDANDDONE** p,2,1:52.3 (Cole Muffler) ($222,336). 16 wins. At 3, winner Langley Memorial Final at Balmoral, Master Shawn Series (leg) at Hawthorne, Downstate Classic at Decatur; second in IL State Fair Colt S. Final, elim. Langley Memorial; third in Master Shawn Series (leg) at Hawthorne and IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.).
- **THEDAYYOUHAVEMADE** p,2,2:02h; 3,1:56.8h; 4,1:57.8 (m, Cole Muffler) ($86,093). 17 wins. At 2, third in Meadow Valley/Baltimore Series (leg); race timed 1:58.1. Racing.
- **PASSION FOR TODAY** p,2,1:56.6; 1:55.1f (g, Cole Muffler) ($29,664). 4 wins. At 2, second in IL State Fair Colt S. (elim.) and NICA S. at Cambridge; race timed 1:52.4.
- **ANYTHING YOU ASK** p,3,1:56.3 ($14,258). 4 wins. As above.
- **LIVEANOTHERDAY** p,3,1:53.3 (g, Cole Muffler) ($7,341). At 2, in only season of racing, 3 (2-1-0).
- **SANDCASTLE ART** p,2,1:59.4 (g, Sand Shooter).
- **French Maid** p,4,2:01.0 (m, Richess Hanover) ($5,880). At 3, race timed 1:56.4.

3rd Dam

**JEWEL PRINCESS** by **Precious Bunny** p,3,1:49.4. Full sister to FLW CONTROL p,4,1:51 ($291,589), HARE TRAP p,4,1:51.2 ($211,843), she, dam of MAJOR TRAP p,1:52.3f, etc. Dam of 8 foals, 7 raced, 5 winners, including:

- **ROYAL ART** p,2,1:55; 3,1:52.2; 4,1:51.4 (h, Artspace) ($697,152). 22 wins. At 2, winner NJSS Green Acres at Garden State and Lexington LC; race timed 1:54. At 3, seasonal earnings of $319,478 and winner $446,654 Dancer Memorial and NJSS Green Acres at Freehold; second in Reynolds Memorial, Messenger S. (elim.), Progress Pace (elim.), NJSS at The Meadowlands, leg and Final NJSS Green Acres at Freehold and New Jersey Futurity; third in elim. and $467,500 Final Provincial Cup and Dancer Memorial (elim.); race timed 1:51.2 and 1:52.3f. At 4, seasonal earnings of $156,316 and winner 4 Opens at Yorkers and leg (at Scarborough) and Final (at Windsor and Maine) of Pine Tree Series (setting 1:54.1h all-age track record); second in Preferred. At 6, winner 2 Opens and a Preferred.
- **DRAGON PRINCESS** p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:50.2 (m, Dragon Again) ($221,851). 22 wins. At 2, 6 (4-1-1). At 3, winner Hopeful Series (leg); third in Wilkes Barres Series (leg); race timed 1:51.4.
- **CHROME OVER** p,2,2:01.2h; 3,1:53.3f (m, Yankee Skyscraper) ($99,377). 12 wins. At 2, winner PAFS at Clearfield, Stoneboro and York and 2 PAFS at Gratz; second at Amulet, Gratz and Dayton and in TSS at Chester; third in TSS at The Meadows; at 3, winner PAFS at York and PAFS at Gratz and Dayton and in TSS at The Meadows; third in TSS at The Meadows and Philadelphia and in PAFS at Bloomburg and Gratz.
- **REAL PRINCESS** p,3,2,1:56.9h; 1:56.9f (m, Real Artist) ($18,867). 1 win. At 3, race timed 1:59.9.

4th Dam

**SABRA ALMAHURST** p,2,1:56.1; 3,1:55.4h ($125,545) by Bred Hanover p,4,1:53.3. 9 wins. Dam of 13 foals, 9 winners.

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC

- Arden Downs - Art Rooney - Cane - Delvin Miller Adios - Fox
- Hoosier - Horseman - Messenger - Progress